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"A Hultidisciplinary and Direct Experience
Approach tb Teaching-Environmental Education"

The Little, Rock Environmental Education Project is a Title III EEEA

project designed to develop a sequential series of curriculum units in
environmental education-for grades 4 through 12. Emphasis will be placed
upon a different area of environmental'education in each curriculum unit
as showri beloW.

.GRADE UNIT

4

THVIRONNENTAL

Nature of the Environment

5 Interdependence in the Environment

6 Types of Environments

8 Types of'Pollution

9 Environmental Decisions

`10 The Balance of Nature

11 Environmental Problems

12 POpulation Problems

12 'Science and Surviva4

Each curriculum unit, which will require three weeks of class time, will
be multidisciplinary in nature and will be structured around student - centered

activities. One off-campus field trip will be in luded in each unit for grades
4, 5, 6, and 10. Each curriculum unit will inclu e the following components:
(a) an overview of the unit, (b) the major concep s in the unit, (c) the
behavioral objectives foi the unit, (d) a daily s edule for the unit, (e)

lesson plans for classroom activities and field trip (if applicable), (f).
pre-test for unit, and (g) student and teacher evaluation of the unit.

.The evaluation activities included in each unit are a very important
part.of the overall project design. The project objectives for the student

.activitias ate:

(1) The students will increase their knowledge about the environment
and its problems. As a minimum gain, it is expected that the'
mean post test score will be 25.percent greater than the mean pre-
test score.

(2) The students will respond positively to he Environmental Education
Program. On the evaluation questionnair that are given to the

students after they have studied each uni , 70 percent of the
responses will be in the favorable catego
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(vervieu of Unit.

The population unit is designed to make the student aware of the

growth _of human population and of the implications of increasing population

for the well-being of men and nations.

The primary functions of this unit are to introduce the student to

reasons for population grouth, results of overextended populations, and

solutions twovernopulation. Consideration must also be given to political

and sociological problems which arise as adjuncts to the questions of

population.

To these ends, the student will consider and evaluate extant solutiOns
.

and investigate possEle additional solutions to the present and future

effects of this international dilenms.
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1Talor _Concepts" in Unit

1. Population changes include ` population declirie, growth, distribution
and size.

. The age structure of ef population is an 'indicator of future pr 7th.

3.: Personal actions can change the size and character of the population.

A
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Oveiail Behavioral SibjectiVes foi Unit"

Cognitive

I.' The student mill analyze the continuous population groiTth as measured by
. .-

interpretationt of charts and graphe.
', . ..)

.-

2. The student will identify some of the implications Of changes in population
growth on the structures of developed and.developing natiqns as measured
by class discussidn, interpretation of charts, maps;statistical data and
teacher made tests. .

. _...

3. The student will iesearch existing solutions to population groith and
changes and validate possible solutions for future projections.

Affective:

The student will value his role as a factor in determining population
changes.

I
t
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SnheOule-for Unit '

Day Activity .

1 Give Pre-test:..
, 1

.

Begin Activity 2! Tirst.reel .of Population
NF,

3.

4

.5

8

9

10

12.

13

14''

ti

and the American Future

Continue Activity.2: Second reel'of
Population and the AmeridansFuture

Begin Activity 3: tachofps4 A Population
Actor ..

Continue Activity 3
Begin Activity.4: Spaceship Earth

Continue Activity 4
Assign Census Data Group Uork

,.Cbmplete AcEivity, 4 and have studedt group

'present Census Data TYorksheet

Activity Mere Do the Children Play?

Activity 6 The Economy versus Ecology
A

'Activity 7! Dimensions of the World Food
Crisis

Begin Activity,8: Survey: l!arriage and

Child Bearing

Continue Activit18

Activity 9! All Our Future

Activity 10. Increased,Food Supplies- -
Green aevolution

Activity'lll Increased Food Supplies- -
Food From The Sea Theory

Activity 12; Po7ulation Stabilization
How Close?

a 4i

Activity 13:. Review

15, Activity 141 Post Test
Evaluation

4
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TEACHER'S GUIDE

ACTIVITY 1! Pre-Test
,

Time e uired: 15 period (fist half of day1)-

Purpose: Ta.test the student's nresent knowledge concerning the material

to be covered in the unit.

raterials Ueeded:

1, Pre-Test!.-

,

2. Pre-Tek answer sheet.

3. Pre-Test/post test tally sheet.

4. Population and the American Future Booklet.

Procedure;

1, Distribute answer sheet and instruct students to write on
the - answer sheets and not- thetest.

2. DIstribute-test.

3. Allow 15 minutes for test. (

4. Collect testsand answer sheets.

5. Record correct score on tally sheets.

6. Assign the booklet Population and the American Future.

-

-s
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TEACHER'S GUIIIE

ACTIVITY 21 Population and the American Future.'

Time Required: 1' period (Test halt of. day 1 and first half of day 2)

Purpose: . To vie.' the film and to explore population trends and their

possible "effects on the future.

Behavioral-Objectives:

1. The student will be able to identify and disciiss INcy population, changes
in the United States affect the indiltidual and society as measured ty his

participation in class discussion.

i,
2. After viing the film the student will be able to list thRee to six

co ission recommendations.

Naterialc Needed: . y
'Film: Population and the.American Future

Background InfOrmatio*n:

This film is based on the official report of the Commission on Population
Growth and the American 'uture, which vas established by Congress and appointed
by President Axon in Larch 1:70. The Commissioners spent tiro years extensive].)
investigating the nature of U.S. population grovt% and distribution. They
have offered their findings and recommendations in both a mitten and a film
version with the hope of reachinf; the majority of American citizens.

Vocabulary;

Population changes. include population decline as veil as grovith,distribution,
and size.

Procedure:

`.1

1. Give students the...reasons for the film.

2. Vied reel one-.the last half of day. 1. .

3. Vial reel two the first half of day 2.

4. Discuss film.

44 4 t
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TEACHER'S GUIDE

ACTIVITY 3: Each of Us: A POpulation Actor.
\

Time teouired: lsperiod

Pa-pose: _To help stUde is 'underdtand
\

how their own actions can change

-
.

the size and haracter.bf the population of rhich they are
members.

Behavioral Objectives;

,The)student rill be able to identify and discuss the significant populatior
events in a person's life (e.g. birth, narriape, moving from place to place,

/bearing children, death)a

Materials Needed: '

a.

Each of Us: A Population Actor (class sets)

Autobiography Part'I '(for each student)

Autobiography Part II (for each student)

Background Information:

The values re have and the decisions'nade by each of us, combined with
thoseofmillions of others, produce population trendS. EacTI of us is, there-,

fore,-a 'population actor in an enormous cast.

One way-to help stuaents.discover that they, too, are population actors
'is through the'development of their own autobiooraphies.

Certain pertinent queations have been excluded from the autoLiographical
form because they relate to perp861 and private mattgrs. For example;

'

questions about swim' experience, abortions, etc. ale not ihcluded.

Procedure.

'1. Read 'Each of .Us: ipopUlafion ,Actor

2. Distribute Autobiography Part I and have each student respond
in order to see `what he, or she already knows about his or
her role as a population ac or.

3. Distribute Autobiogral;hy Part I. These questions are'de-
signed to reveal the specific decisions and actions of each
popUlation actor.

1. Use Optional Tabulation of Personal Characteristics to
- discover !,,roup characteristics, differences between croups
trends, etc.

- 10 -
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EACH OF US: A POPULATION ACTOR,

Whether we are conscious of it or not,
wwhether we intend it or not, each of us

i is a population actor. Each of us par-
ticipates in population procesms.
Sometiines we have control over the19.,,,
processeseothe times not. Sometiniea
we are aware of our influence; too
often we are not. i

,For instance, none of us has control.
over our own birth or death, yet each
of us contributes to the country's birth
rate and death rate. When we as indi-
viduals can choose whether to marry
and when, the number of children to
have, where to live, how to get to
work, or where to spend vacations, we
have ,control over population-related,
actioni*All of these edtions involve
usin-popiilation processes.

But few ,of.`its area t omplet it 'free'
to live as we 'choose or w ere we
choose. A decision to move 'from, the-
city to the suburb's, for:instance, is
affected by such Tract:ice!! realities as
the.opportunities for jobs, tOnsporta-
tion, houiing,'ancrocedit.'inkacial and
sex discflmination also ibft N our
freedom to move at will. Nor is it
reasonable to expect that a man and...

woman can plan each birth if they
, don't have access to both fertility con-

trol inforniation and services.
We are all,participating in popula-'

tion change, but no one of us n-

create or solve the resulting prob, me
alone. Population problems affect us
individually but result from an aggre-
gate of decisions., .

Consider the patterns of population
distribution that have led to the'
growth of our large metropolitan cen-
terti. The movement of people into
suburban communities surrounding
U.S. cities has sharply changed the
patterns of :residence k this country.
At the turn of the century, half of all-
Americans lived farms or in small.i
Villages: Today. ven of every ten

persons live in metropolitan areas,
that isLin cities of 50,000 or more and
the surrounding counties that are eco-

,,ncin'ficalfy integrated with them: Be-
1060 and 1970 the metropolitan

Populatibn of the United States, grew
23 percent, largely through the growth
of Future metropolitan
-growth will occur with the continued
expansibn of these suburban areas.

An aerial view of a metropolitan,area
may giVe the mislelding impression
that the I suburbs were developed in
accord Tice with' some grand blueprint.
But thi lredistribution of population
involved thousands of .separate deci-
sions th e by individuals and groups
who act d as home-buyers, builders,
realtors, land lenders. This transforma-
tion II ' of the most impressive
*results of population changes in the
.nailark, story, Combined with poor
planN Vias resulted In3some
nur,WOrat problems--congeinon, pot.'
lntion

t atid shortage of recreation
,4spe

IN o'" linikcis. suburbia? Population
%Rates speople who move, t99. the

Sub rbs, or who some i .w 'in uence
oth s.to move. of o ten that the
peop who are mov' consider the
demo raphic 01-4uences of their
dem ns. Nor is it realistic to expect
such _visions to be geared to .the
likely population outcome. :Manx of
Us halve no choice in this matter. We
mov because of hdusing costs, loca-
tioti f available jobs, and other fac-
tors. But at least by acknowledging
the pact that we make collectively,
we realize our stake in the prOcess of
community planning. If community
consequences are ignored, the quality
of common or public resources easily
can deteriorate.

The problems resulting from popu-
letion movement do not -simply in-
volve more or fewer people. The
speed with which a community gains

00913 J
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or lose people, or the rate of change,
Is often at thr Core of adjustment
problems. Migration, both in. and out
of a community, signals a protess of
adjustment between the changing pop-'
ulation and the social and economic
activities of the community.. The set-
tlement patterns of today'0 -5 million
young adults, who are marrying end--
becoming parents. will determine_
'where future popqlation growth oc-
curs and where added demands for
housing, health, and education serv.:;:

necessarily result in unwanted,
.dren. Many, perhaps most, of

4 children are eventually,accepted and
loved.

All the children born during, the
same year have one 'thing inconunon.
They are members of the same birth
cohort. Recession, wars, and.c'ertain

*other economic, politiCalt and social
events will occur at the same points
in the lives of -each member of that
cohort.

Babies born in 1920 experienced the
Great Depression that began in 1929.
World War II was another- event
shared by this cohort Many died in

- that war; for others, marriage and
Childbirth had to be postponed until
after the war. This cohott's contribu-

. tion to the postwar "baby'boom" can
only be understood if we take these
earlier events into consideration. Sim-
ilarly, the cohorts of persons born
during the 1970s -will be affected by
coming shifts in the economy, by
swiftly changing sexual and social
mores, by the extent to which racial
discrimination continues to inhibit
equal opportunity, by new attitudes
toward women, and by our awakening
concern for the "environmentall these
will shape the values 4the generation
now growing up.

ices will be felt.
Clearly, we participate and halve an

important stake in a variety of Fpopu-
lation processes. The following dis-
cussion bf life cycles may help us see
our own roles as population actors
more easily. .

)Birth: We've All Been Through It.

The birth of a new baby usually fills
parents' with a mixtun of feelings.
Tenderness and love Tnay predom-
inate, bat there are also realistic con-
cerns about the responsibility, the
expense, the pile of diapers, and the
midnight feedings. It 'is hardly sur-
prising that parents don't also think
of their newborn son or daughter as a
"population event."

To its parents, the newborn is Larry,
or, Carrie, Jerry' ar Beth. To society
the newborn will be an addition to
school enrollment, the labor force,'
the armed forces and a consumer of
social and health services.

In the hospital nursery all i5abies
appear to belnuch alike with- the same
prospects before them. But the are
Ancloit alike. All are born as the re

the actions of an earlier genera
oftpopulation acttri:srthtir advent into
this world may have beli0Krrintended
or unfortunately an .unintended
consequence of their parents' sexual
activity. For a variety of' reasons-1
including youthful. marriage or acci-
dental pregnancy--many parents will
have children before they want them
and m.&%will have more children
than plan d. According to a recent
national study 44 percent of all births
between 1986 and - 1970 were un-
planned, and 15 percent wore reported
as having been unwanted.'

It would be a mistake, hoN,Vever, to
assume that all unwanted preIgnancies

Qt9wing UpPicking Up Roles

A child (Qs not tfiake many popUla-
tion decision% directly, but he learns
the values that will condition decisions
made later in life. The young child
observes the daily activities of family
life andllegins to underitand the- re-
,sponsibilities involved in creating a
home. It is here that the child initially
learriS his role as epopulation, ac-
tor. Later, these roles are reinforced
or challenged by other influences
school. church, peers. /

A number of population events can
and do occur during this period of the
child's life. The birth of brothersor
sisters creates changes that will affect
the family and each member in it.
Additions to the family will affect its
financial and emotional resources and
thus will influence the development of
each child. Similarly, because of
changes in the -father's or mother's
employment, or for some other reason,
the family may move from one place

--12-
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to another. The migration of yliis'

family may have important conse-
quences for the child as well as for
others. The communi -Way or mar
not be prepared to pro e his parents
with satisfactory hou ins and ade-
quate .social

into
or to welcome

the child into a n w school or play-
ground.

- N

Coming of Age--
Decision4iDictisions

A crucial stretches between the
ages of 15- and 25. During this time

the population actor is faced with a
series otAledsions: whether to go on

to colltogilaftercompleting high school,
the selection of a vocation or proles-

, sion, where to live and work, if and
when to wry and if and when to
have children. Some of these deci-
sions will be made consciously, others
unconsciously, and still others will be
made automatically in accord with the
values and expectations learned in
childhood.

Most young population actors take
marriage for granted. A majority nbt
only marry, but they marry at about
the same period of their lives. In 1970
the median age at first marriage was
23.2 for men and 20.8 for women. An

overwhelming ,majority of these cou-
ples expect to have children and most
want two or three. Such conformity

is not coincidence; it indicates that
most of us are following accepted,the-
havior patterns. But not all popula-
tion actors follow these common pat-
terns of childbearing. For some, larger

families are desired. For others,
babies arrive too often or too early.
Just as the population actor may have
been "unwanted" or "unplanned," his
children may arrive in the same fash-
ion.

. Girls who become pregnan as ado-
lescents face particular prob ems. In
1988 more than one of eve six chil-
dren was born to a mother linder .20
years of age. More than 25 percenti
these children were born out
lock.' A national study of unmarried

. teen-aged girls indicated that 14 per
cent of the 15-year-olds and 48 percent
of those who were 19 reported having

cent of these girls used contracep ion
had sexual rylations. Yet only 20 er-

cent

I Commission on
Population Growth and
the American Future,
Population and the
American Future (1972),
p: U. Cited hereinafter as
Commission Report.
21131d., p. 85.
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Clearly, teen-agers and young adults
face an almost bewildering array of
events, each of which will influence
liter behavior. Decisions faced at this

age are not limited to reproductive
activity. Late adolescence and early
adulthood are also,periods in which

. the first decisiona are made aboui mi-
gration. Nearly 40 million Americans,
or one in five, mfr.-le-each year. About
one -third of these migrants are in .their

twenties and move' to take new jobs
dr to finish' their education.

The Middle Years ".

These are ,the years in which the role
of citizen is the crucial one for-popu-
lation actors. Through the electoral
process and group action, every indi-,
vidual has an opportunity to help
make decisiohs about numerous poli-
cies affecting his community, state,
and nation. Population processes are
often Ifected by these public decr-
sions _garciing land zoning, recreation
and h using, education; day care pro-
gram:, health services, and so on. All

these decisions may have substantial
influence on population change, both
loca y and nationally.

ese middle yearsalso are a' time
whe most of us are highly productive
in t e economic sector as well ag in
the i ome. The burden of supporting
the dependent members of the popu-
lati n;the sick and disabled, the very
yo ng and the very oldis heaviest
du 'ng these ,years.

R tirement: Looking Back ,
In retirement the population actor
is able to look back at a society
that he helped to shape. The course
of' Poptilation growth as well as- the
issues confronted in suburbia,_ rural
areas, and urban centers were influ-

enced by his rlecisfons. But perhaps
-most importantly, his decisions about
reproduction have helped to set forces

' into motion that will continue for a
long time. As the population actor
completes his lifetime, his grandchil-
dren will begin to have children of
their own. This fourth generation and

those Who survive from the three
that precede it will form the popula-
tion of the United States in the middle
of the twenty-first century.



Autobiography Part I

Persons are born and they .diethese
two events enclose a lifetime. During
this lifetime, all kinds of population
events occur. Using your own life,
develop an autobiography outlining
population events in your life, past,
present, and future. For example, the
times you moved as a child, plans

I.

you ye tormuuteu th your own, fam-
ily, and your occupational procts
might be included. You may wish to
think of your lifetime as having thiee
parts: (1) the period between your
birth and the present; (2) the period
between the present and the near fu-
turethe years immediately after you
leave school; and (3) the distant fu7
tureperhaps beyond age 30, to old
age.

.14y Autobiography Outline

I AL A Population Actor:

Past. Present

4111..

Future

(tine between birth
and present)

ti

*

(time between the present
and the law future)

-.14
00016 .

(the distent,future)
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Auiobici aphy Part II

Below fs form for listing important facts that,shape the li s of population
actors. ome are factors that may only slightly influence you population
behavior, while_,o,t,are the very basis for the decisions tha you make.
Uhen this list is completed you will be able to chart the dete nants and
consequences of your awn Population-b4havior. 9

PR S'Ji'AL cammormics

Age Year of Birth Sek, Pace
,

Birthplace
, il

%

Approx. Size'of Birthplace
city state

1
t

Present tesidence Approx. Size of present.)

town or city
t'.esidence

Life Expectancy / Future nOccupatio "

Intention to*:larry Expected Number of Children

In what ways are these facts important, to you as a populaqqn actor? For \
example, dbes your sex or race influenctyour life expectancy? 4ow else night
these facts influence your chances in 1?!fe? Do llou live in the same town in
which you Were born? Why or why not?

B. YOUR AJCESTORS birthplace life span
(state or present (length

1. Grandparents county) residence of life)

ther's mother

; m ther's father

'father's mother 2

father's father

4-t..13 the migration history, of your grandparents have any inplicatinns for you?
For'example,if they were born abroad, do you retain any of their ethnic
charatteristics--language, food, social customs? After coming to the United
States did they settle in a rural area or in a city?
Are any'of them still alive?
Do they live with your parents, nearby, or far away?
How does thip affect the life of you and your family?
Fifty years.agq, what do you think the family/structure might hate been?
If any of your grandOarents are no longer living, how many years did they live?
Is it likely that you will ],eve longer- than they?

2. Patients birthplace age

mother

father

you are no. of children.
(1,2, etc)

- 15 - 00019 .5



-"Iligration after marriage

re of place rural,

(1) -

. urban
,ceuter subuib

(2)

(3)

(4) < ,

(5)

During what time in American history-did
r Postwar?

How might this influence their decisions
Haw did the events which" occurred during
Influence their migration history?

C. YOUR IaGRATION ISTORY

A'

,your parents marry, e.g. World War 'II?

on the size of their family?
'their lifetime (wars, job changes)

urban
:Jame of place . rural center suburb

(1)

(5)

What effects, if any.,, did these moves have upon your life?

Do.you remember changes in school, changes in friends, and canges in playgiOuhd
and recreational opportunities?

D. YOUR FUTURE

that kind of decisions are you nakin as a population,actorl

. What moires and occupational changes do you anticipate?

Where would you-like td live when you get older.? Do you prefer any particular
region? Why?

Would you prefer to live in the suburbs, the city,, or the.country? Why?

If you have children and your youngest child is born when you are
by 'our best estimate, you will be when the child leaves home for
college or his or'her own home. This means you would have years

at home-without children until retirement. What implication does ,this
have for your role as husband or wife?

Q

Similarly, at retirement, how many years of life will you have left? (retirement
age compared to life expectancy at age 65). How will you plan for these years? .

How might your life change without employment?

- l6 -
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Optional Ube fallen of Personal Characteristics .

Average a e
(Sum o 'ail individual ages divided by number of persons in the
group.)

Bane of birthplaqe by size of:populatIon: No, Percent
Under 2,500
2,500-10,000 .. . .

10,000-50,000
50 00i3- 100,0d0

100,000-500,000
Over 500,000 -. . 4

(To obtain percent slIstrib 0n:divide the umber of persons from
a particular size birthpla the total number ofpersons in the
entire group.)

Birthplace by state:
How many different states are represented? . ..

How many different .regions or geogiaphic dividions?
(See Bureau of the Census map)

, How many different countries? .0.

. Present residwe: r
Living in same house as'at birth . ..
In same tovon '
In same state ..... ... .. : .... ...,.. ...... ......... . _

, iri same country
. ,., .

Sex ratio . .. . .... .... .. ....
(The sex ratio is the ratio of males to 100 females in a' population
and Is obtained by taki the number of. males divided by the
number of femdles and ,n1 itiply by 100.) ,1'

If sex ratio > 100, ther is an excess of males.
If sex ratio = 100, number oi mal s and females is
If sex ratio < 10 , there is an excess `f females.

Compare the group's sex.. ratig with those for the United Slates as
. . - a whole from 1900 to 1970 as shown in (he figure at left. 1,

Intention to marry: 41. No Percent
,

. , t
: t . Males intending to marry ,

'.., 'Females intending to marry
Compare the group's, results with the following national figures:

95.0 percent of U.S. mipmen aged 50 in 1970 were ever married. 1
92.4 percent of U.S. men aged 50 in 1970 were ever married.

X1,0. Percent.

Average number of births expected:
By all, persons in the'group .

By all females in the group'
By all males in the'group x--
(To obtain average, divide the number of births expected by each
subgroup by the total number in that subgroup) Compare the
group's_ results with the following, data collected from a national
survey on births expected by wives 18 to 2'4 years of age.2'

In 1967, average number of births expeCted . 2.9
In 1971, average number of births expected 2.4
In 1972, average number of births expected . 2.3

3, Bureau of the Census, Sfallarical Abstract of the WOW Slates 1971 (1971). "Ever
msrrtad" is a demographic term referring to those persons hi) are presently married.
wlaoyted or dtvorcbd

'U.S. Bureau of the Census, "Birth ExpectAtIons and Fart1111 June, 1972," Current Reputa-
tion Reports (September 1972).

17
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Tra.C'EP.'S GUILT

ACTivITY 4 Spaceship Earth

Time Required: ii period to set up`; 10 minutes at a time for 2 or
students to carry out the activity sometime during week 1.

.

V A

4

Purpose: To illustrate the impact of various birth and death r tes
- 4

on population size and to indicate that-a balance m
ultdmatelybe obtained.

Behavioral Objectives:

The students will be able to analyze the effect of some relatiqnships
between birth and death rates as measured by their participation in'the
three models.

I%terials Needed:

1. 2 beakefa (150 ml and 256 ml)
2. Ping stand
3. metal ring
4. 250 ml separatory funnels
5. Medicine droppers
6. Spaceship Earth Worksheet (for each student)
7. Census Data Worksheet (5 per class)

Background Information:

Dr. Paul Ehrlich has likened the hiitorical developrient of the human
population explosion to a large boT,1 with a faucet on the tdp and a drain

on the bottom. In the early stages of hop= population, the faucet, re-
presenting the birth rate, was on full force but the drain, representing
the death rate, as also wide open. ta man started to modify the environment,
the first bits of grit began to plug the drain and ele bowl started to fill.
Like the bowl, however, the carrying capacity of the earth is not infinite.
Man must control his own numbers or face the consequences, of overpopulatipn
as already exemplified by other animal populations when they have reached
the maxim size tolerated by prevailing environmental conditions.

In this activity, three models can be shown; high birth rates/high
death rates (the human population until eighteenth century): high birth
rates/low death rates (developing countries of today); low birth rates/low
death rates (developed countries of today, with some countries of 7.PG).

An appropriate analogy is to compare the earth and its people to a
space capsule and the number of astronauts it can support over a period
of time. Each system is selfcontained and finite.

This model does not take migration into account, nor dOes it illustiate_
distribution or density. 6

-18-
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Vocabulary;

ZPG - Zero Population Gropnb_ the stabilization of country's growth
rate at 0.0X. This occurs When birth rates and Bath rates are
equal, assuming no net effect of migration. A st1W.onary population

in which population does not significantly increase.sor decrease
in size.

Procedures

1. Have a couple of.students assemble the'model according to
example shown on student worksheet.

1
2. Explain to students the purpose of this activity.

3. Instruct students to.complefe uorksheet duringsweek one
and, return to you:.

Have a committee of students do the research for the
census Data Worksheet and present to the class at the end
of the week.

- 19 -



NAM

DATE

If you open the top stopcock,
what !appeal: to the population
level?

What causes population levels
toy increase?

If you open the bottom stopcock,
-.'what happene-to theimpulation
'level?

What causes population levels to
decrease?

SPACESKIP EARTH

I-

METAL
'RING

-'YET TO BE
1BORN

BIRTH

.,-

POPULATION

DEATH

"GRAVEYARD"

RINGSTAND

11.1.1,

Look at some relationships between birth and death rates, and make the model
Allmetrate them to you.

if birth rate-is: and death rate is: populationsize:high high (Increase*. decreases,
.Alww low remains the same)low high
high 4

'low

Doe", the,glaes ball ever become filled to capacity? When?

len anything be done to 'make more room?

111, what ,way does the concept "spaceship earth" represent substantial changes inoar thinking?

00022
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Census Data Worksheet

Organizations other than government.make*use qf. census data.
Businesses use population data to project rhere the future markets
w1.11 be. A tank can study statistics for nearby toms before deciding
There to;open a branch. Supermarkets and department stores can predict
new market areas. I:ost manufacturing concerns planning new plants
study census figures about Population. employment, and job skills.
There are taF too many individual-uses to list. The data from.the census
is available to any individual or_ organization Trilling to analyze the
statistics to make the projections they need.

. Finally, it is importgat to remember that the decennial census
(that taken every ten years) is a measurement of the population at one
particular time, it is rather like a photor,raph capturing just one
frozen moment of a continous action. For the United States Census,
the one particular time eras April 1, 197,2: It is.the task of the
demographer to try to piece together, using vital statistics, same
explanation of the events that took place before the census and those
that can be expected to tale place after the census.

Exercises on the Census

r

Obtain the tensus data for Little flock for the last 5 decennial
census at the tom hall. Prepare charts and graphs of the changes
your city, town or state has undertone in the last fifty years.
Sore suggestions for graphs and charts are listed below

Total Population vs Time (years)
Population 18 and .upder vs Time
Birth Rate vs Time (years)
Death Rate vs Tire (years)
Family Size vs Time (Years)
Percent of Families within various income groups

Tro more pOssibilities fog the use of census data.

1. Invite the district manager or regional field director of
the census in your area to visit your school and discuss
the census process and the results of the 1970 census.

2. Investirate the other census performed by the 2ureau of
the Census in addition to population such as housing,
agriculture, business, and manufacturers.

.

-21 -'
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'TEACHER' S GtIttE

ACTIVITY 5. Where DR.Ifie Children Pray?

Time neqiiired. 1 period

3.1411,urpose' To have studets discuss the complexity of the,concepUf
progress as it pertains to population and economic growth.

Behavioral Objectives:

The students will analyze the song and discuss the difference between
-progress' that increases the quality of our children's lives and progress
that may thrdatenit as measured,by class participation.

lieeded.

There Do The Children Play? worksheet

Background Information:

In considering the relationship between the economy and population
growth, the Commission made the f011aring,statement:

ire have looked for, and have not found, any convincing economic
arguwent for continued national population gro-7th. The health of
our economy does not depend on it.- The vitality o* tusiness does
not depend on it. The welfare of the averaoe person certainly does
not depend on it.'

L.,

The'popular song writer, Cat Stevens, and members of the Commission on
Population growth and the American ruture share-a common concern .
availability of recreation Space.

tore and more American families have the time, the money, and the
inclinat on to.enjoy the outdoors. With better roads and easier travel,
national parks have in effect become city parks for the residents of
nearby urban areas, -The Commissidh's research revealed that in the past
10 years, visitors to all national parks more than doubled, while the area
of the parts increased by only 20 percent. There are still many areas
to enjoy and more to be developed, but the enjoyment will depend largely
on haw fast the population grows.

!... .

Thesong is one written by Cat Stevens.i4,19.70.
.

Procedure:

1. Distribute 'Where Do The Children Play? morkshcet.
2. Allow time for reading and answering questions.
3. flave students discuss and compare answers in small groups.

22

'Commission r.eport, p. 41
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MERE DO THE CHILDREN PLAY? 71A.M

Tl

'1) Uell I think it's fine' building Jumbo DATE
planes; or taking a ride on a cosmic
train, switch on summer frdm a slot
machine, yes-get what you rant to,
it you'went, 'cause you can get
anything. I knowre've come a' long
way, we're changingWay to day, .1

but tell me; where d' th' ch'lden play.

2) Uell you roll on roads over fresh
green grass, for your lorry loads 4

pumping petrol eas, and you make
them long and you make them tough,
but they just go on and on and it
seems that you can't get off: Oh, I
know we've come a long way, we're
changing day to day, but tell me
where d' th' chtlden play.

'3) Nell you've cracked the sky, scrapers
fill the air, but will you keep on
building higher 'till there's no more
-room up there- will you make us
laugh, will you make us cry, will you
tell us when to.live, rill, you tell us

when to die? I know we've dome a
long way, we're changing day to day.
But tell me, where d' tit' ch'lden play.

Ouestions.

1. What is this song all about?

2. How does the author feel about the sulAect of this song?

That Words or phrases in the song make you think he feels this uay?

3. Do you agree with Cat Stevens?
Why?

Do.you.chink-vtat-r-hensayg applieS" to-Stour community?

4. 'hie line says yes'eet what you want to, if you want, 'cause you can get
anything, What does the author mean? 0

1 1

5. do you suppose the author keeps repeating the title of e,e,sonfY, after
each. verse?

!My does nestress the-urgency of acting now?

C. Playgrounds are just nne exarple of things of value for our children that we
may be losing. What are others?

Discuss possible solutions or policies that might help us maintain those
things we value.

00025
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TEACHER'S GUfDE

i4.
ACTift17 6.: The Economy versus

P

Tigre Required: 1 period

Purpose.

1-
Ecoloty (16 minutes)

To. help siudents. realize 'e roblemb that may result from
aggregate-demand as'well as from rapid, and umplanned_grouth.

4 ,J.

the conflict between unchecked
as measured by his discussion

,

B4hailbral Objectives.

The student will be able
economic gro,.-ith and a Auality
of the filmstrip.

Uaterial; Needed:

' s

Procedure:

to preceive
environment

filmstrip: The Economy versus Ecology
Economy versus Ecology worksheet

o

1. Show'the first 23 frames and then have the students discuss
the fourouestions relating, to those frames.

2. Show'frama324 through 48 and encourage the students to answer
the next four questions.

Show ftames 49,throug1.1 60 and ansWer the next five questions.

4. Proiect frames 61 through 69 and answer the last fourarstions.

5. Assign as homework pp. 105-199 in Sociolo!ry Social Life.

)6(. , 40, lei - :44), !..ior%
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The Economy versus Ecology

NAME

DATE

Frames 1 - 23.

1., Whit is the-estimated cost of controlling pollution and cleaning up the

U.S. environment?
(The U. S. government estimates it will cost a total ofabout $287
billion over the next ten years td-control pollution. That'd about

$1,400 for every American.)
2. Why did Coloradans reject the 1976 Winter-Olympic Games?

1 (They were fearful of.possible ecological damage.)

3. What effects will new car exhaust restrictions have,on automobile cost
and performance?

306
(less efficient and mbre expensive motor vehicles)

4. Describe some of the environmental problems facing other nations.
(Air pollution in,Tokyo: Rome's ancient coliseum is being 'eroded by
noxious fumes; trees in.the Communist nations are killed by fumes from
a Soviet refine7, Russia's Lake Baikal is being contaminated by pulp

and paper mills nd poisons in the Caspian Sea treaten the Soviet Unions

caviar industry. Sulfur dioxide emitted by factories in 9est Germany falls

as sulfuric acid in the rain and snow of Sweden.
Frames 24-48.

1. What have been the objectives of the Earth Days and Earth Weeks of recent

years?
(tp call attention on the dispoiling of 'America the Beautiful') /

2. What does Paul Ehrlich consider the major cause of the ecological crisis?
What steps does he urge?
(uncontrolled, population)

10.

3. What does Barry Commoner consider the major cause of the ecological crisis?

What steps does he urge?
(Technology)

44 Do you agree with Ehrlich or Commoner? Or both? Give reasons for your

answer.
5. flow dO we measure tie state of the"U.S. Economy?

(In terms of gross national product-GNP, the total dollar value of all
goods and services produced during a year.)

4

6.- Can economic.grouth continue indefinitely? Why or why not?

(no)

. ,

00 027
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Frames 49 - 60.

1. Describe some environmental victories of recent years. Have any occurred

in your state? (EPA shut down 23 major industrial plants: nregon's Battle
bill; Eelaware's ban on oil refineries and steel and paper mills for a
125 mile stretch of still undeveloped coastline.)

2. '?ho has supported U.S. development of an SST7. Uhy do you feel the plant

should be built? (The rovernment, tie aerospace industry and orpanized

labor.)

3. Who has °pi:lased development of the SST? Uhy?

.(Environmentalist because they say the plane would never pay for itself,
its sonic booms ould damage health and property and it right deplete
the lift-protecting layertof ozone in the stratosphere.) ,

4.. Do you think an SST shoild be developed in the U.S.? Do you think the

government (the taxpayers) should finance the project?

5. Recently, several major U. S. airlines dropped their options to buy the

British- French Concorde. Why,?

Frames CO - 69.

1. Uhy do we need national policy on energy? (,To 'determine how nucla

power trill be needed,vhere the new power plants are to be located, "hat's

the best way to generate electric Roger without pollution and rithout

hazard.)

2. Uhy'do we need a policy on land use? Should this be a national policy or
. should each state formulate its own policy? Explaih your answer.

(toinsure that our vilderness areas, retlands, pall's and unspoiled
coastline can bebequeaThed to future generations.)

3. Trhich uation is the thorld's bigcest polluter? Why?

(U.S. )

4.' !Mat are the attitudes of developing nations tariard pollution? Tilly?

(that for them the problem of proverty is more important than pollution.)
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TEACHER'S riiIDE

ACTIVITY 7. Dimensions .of the World Food Crisis by H. F. Robinson

Time Required: 15 period

Purpose: To.encourage the student to analyze articles and compare
information.'

Behavioral Objectives:

The student rill be able to listen to uhat seems to be contradictory
statements and analyze the data as measured by-class participation.

:'Aterials Needed:

Procedure.

The TTorld in sanature (class set)

robert F. Kennedy's comments (class At)

1. Distribute copies of Uorld Town in Minature.

2. Read aloud for most impact.

3. Read Robert P. Kennedy's comments.

4. Compare these seemingly contradiction and as these questions.

a) Dow can 17e be so rich and stil have such poverty?

b) Would the people who are hungry in America be as
hungry as those in Asia?

c) Do we have 'hUnFry- people in Pulashi Caunty? if so,

tihy don't we hear more about hem?



"The World in Minature" by Henry Smith Leiper was removed to
conform with copyright laws.

-- -! Henry Smith Leiper*
*Dr. Leiper has been a minister of the Concregational Church and morLed with
the World Council of Churches. At the present titheo he is a member of the

Board of the,CongreFational Ministries.-
- 28 -



Ammml

Excerpt from Hunger, USA by the Citizens Boar&of ,,,,

Inquiry (Beacon Press:A.969) was removed to conforw
with copyright laws. I.

O
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TEAMER'S Gum

8: Survey. ,Marriage-and Childbearing

1

Time Required: 1 period

Purpose: To help the student recognize his attitudes toward marriage, and
''childbehring.

Behavioral Objective:

The student will analyze the class results of the survey and compare his
am response as,to whether he is conditioned by cultural and social forms.

)

materials Heeded:

Survey: drriage and Childbearing

Background Information:

Until modern times, high rates of reproduction were necessary to offset
high mortalitxespecially infant mortality. In agricultural societies children
were assets in the home and farm-centered economy. Also, before care of the
aged became institutionalized, parents had to rely upon their children for
care in their old age. Large, numbers of children rere advantageous. As a
result of these factors and of'short life expectancy, American women spent most
of their lives hearing and rearing four or five children.

Long before the tradition of the large family disappeared, some couples
had begun to adopt the small family. pattern. As a result of declining
mortality rates, a diminishing need for child labor in agriculture, increasing
costs of raising children in an industrialized urban society, and improved
methods of fertility control, both the number of children depired and born .

declined.

Despite this trend, pronatalist pressures (those favoring childbearing)
still exist. These include (1) the shaping of the young into sex-typed roles,
with the boys pointed toward jobs and the girls toward home and motherhood;
(2) discrimination against the working women and especially against the
working mother, and (3) restrictions on ,higher education for women. Such
forces are so pervasive that they are typically perceived as natural forces

. and not simply as cultural prescriptions.
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Procedure:

1. Distribute Survey: "arriage and Childbearing
'2. Complete.
3. Tabulate Results:

Look for these patterns:

a) Most persons will probably plans 'for marriage
and childbearing that are_quite similar7-does this reveal
cultural and sodial factdrs?

b) Mote those who do not expect the female to work after
marriage. Are there differeaces in male and female
responses?

c) Do the answers to thi questions (1 number of children
expected and number desired differ? (If the same,

mention that the Commission found that 44% of all births
from 1966 to 1970 were reported as unplanned and 15% as
unwanted.)

d) Are these biases against nonmarriage and childless
marriages? Are womem expected to fit into' the role of
wife-homemaker-mother? .

e) The tabulated results to question 15 will reveal if the
students agree with the Commission's recommendation. If

the students answer in the affirmative, it means they do
not 'reflect the recommendation for less regimented
reproductive behavior made by the Commission. This
recommendation was based on evidence that a nongro7ing
population could be reached if, on the average, families
had tro children. This was not recommended as a standard
for all to believe..

f) After discussion and analysis of their own attitudes,
share the following statement from the Commission for
further.comparisonn.

The objective for American society,

It

should be to make
the childbearing decision as free as possible of unin-
tended societal pressures; t should hot be to ''force"
people to became paients in order to seem "normal' but
to recognize that some people, and perhaps many, are not
really suited to parenthood. !le should strive for the
ideal of diversity in which it would be equally
honorable to marry or not, to be childless dr not, to
have one child or two, or, for that matter more: Our
goal is one of less regimentatinn,mmot more.

MI6
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SURVEY: MARRIAGE; AND CHILDBEARING

1. Female Male

2. Do you plan to marry? Yes

3. if yes, at what age do you .plan to .

marry? Age

4.. If female and you plan to marry, do
you plan to work after marriage? Yes No

5. If male and you plan to marry, would
you like your wife to work after
marriage? Yes No

6. If female how long will you work?
If male, how long should your wife
work after marriage? Years,

7. if you+,5plan to have children, at what
age would you expect to have your
first child? Age

8. How many children do you want to
have? No

9. How many children do you expect to
have?

I

No

10. At what age would you expect to com-
plete your chiidbearing? Age

Do you agree or disagree with the following Agree Disagree
statements: ,

Eli. Part of the fulfillment of everyone's
life is in marriage.

12. Part of the fulfillment of everyone's
life Is in having children.

13. A childless or a single-child family
may have as fulfilling experiences as
other families.

14. If a couple has the number of children
they want, but all are of one sex,
they should keep trying for a baby of
the other sex.

15., All American couples should have two
children in the interests of stopping
population growth.

16. Woman's place is in the home.

17. After marriage and childrearing,
women should continue working.

18. BecaUse most women marry and leave
work when children are born, minor
forms of job and pay discrimination
Must be expected.

19. Unm'arried women who are in their
40's and 50's'are lonelier than unmar-
ried men of the same abe.

32
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TEACHER'S GUIDE

'CTIVITY 9: All Our Future

Time nequired: 1 period

Purpose: To review for the student the concepts of each individual
.s a population actor and the interrelatedness of economics,

quality environment and population demands. t'

Behavioral Objective:

The student will be able to view life in many cultures but with
basic needs and be able to discuis in Small groups /wry great numbers of
children in a given area help to determine the economics of the area the
health conditions of most residents, and the projections for the future.

I.Ipterials Weeded:

film; All Our Future (35 minutes)
' .projector

Procedure:

b. ,Vier the film.

2. Discuss quality of life as one of these youngsters would see it.

3. Remind the students that this film "ill be useful information
as they study the Green Revolution and the Food from the Sea
Theory the next couple of days.'

a
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TEACPERtS GUIDE

ACTIVITY.10: Increased Food Supplies

Time 'Required: 1 period

Purpose: To have students review the potential of the Green Revolution
and the Oceans for providing the food necessaryin the next
50 years.

Behavioral Objective*

The student will understand the implications and effects of the Green
RevOlution aa a major source of food_to feed an increasing population as
measured by his participation in class cussion.'

Materials Needed:

Green Revolution Student Study Sheet (class set)

filmstrip: The Green Revolution- N.Y.: Times

filmstrip projector

record player

Background Information:

Of the 3.5 billion people in the world today some one or two billion
are estimated to be malnourished or undernourished. Paul Ehrlich in Famine,
1975: Fact or Fallacy estimates that 50Z of the world's population is under-
nourished, 65% of it is malnourished. An excessively low protein diet in
infancy has adetermental effect on,severalorOcial characterisitics: IQ,

brain volume, and physical size, Nature provides that brain grot,,th occurs

after birth. This allows the fetus to be small enough to pass from the uterus.
After birth, the size of the head and brain increasesa process that requires
early protein synthesis. A lau protein diet in these early stages reduces
early brain development and tould lead to mental retardation. In India-,

malnutrition leads to duarfism., which is caused to a great extent by protein

deficiency.

Procedure:

72

'1. Distribute to the class tie Green Revolution Student Study
Sheets.

2. Allow time for reading.
3. Show ZilMstrip: ,"The Green Revolution".

4. Discuss the problems a nation or state tonsiders in attempting
to feed their population.

a. Production
1) Do we have the land for growing our foods?
2) Are we capable of planting, cultivating, 'and harvesting

the optimum yield pir acre?
3) Can'enough fOod'be raised without destroying land,

water, and/or air by the over use ofchemicals.

, -
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t

b. Distribution
1) How will we transport the

.
food from the fields

to the people?

2) Will ihe transportation cost plus the production
cost increase the price of food'until it is
prOhibitive?

3) Are 'we sending the desired .food to all locals.

c. duality
1), Is the food nutritionally satisfying?

Nee each person receive enough calories for his.
daily diet?
Does each.pereon receive the minimum essential
protein content from his food?

2) Is the productlresh and palatable to the

consumer.

35- -
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Student Study Sliest

Green '1

The Green Revolution is a term applie to the collective changes in
agricultureNthat.have evolved in orOer to iicrease the production of food.

Some dramatic results of this transformation have been visible to the public\r
in recent years but began in the nineteenth century. An indication of this
change is that in 1860 95% of the poiulation of the United States were
farmers, but in1.960 only 5% were farmers, providing the food for the entire
nation and producing a substantial surplus s well. The story of this
accomplishment is called the Green Revoluti n. ExaminatiOnt of it is easiest
if broken into three sections:

1) factors involved
2) environmental implications
3) outlook for the future

An outline of six components of the Green Revolution is provided as
background.

I. Interfering with hydrologic cycle.
II. Altering the Energy Cycle.

'III. Expanding the area under cultivation
IV. Bredding and genetics
V. Fertilizing

VI. Using Pesticides

Eachlof the six above components is divided into three parts.

1. Itemizes contents and cites examples
2. Lists environmental implications
3. Discusse,the outlook as it ,relates to possible increased

food *production.

36
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Remember the beim 'Paradoxes and Prieriti " of the Green

Revolution.

06

The has been removed to

conform.with copyright laws.

Copyright 1972 by the
National Tildlife Federation
Reprinted from July/Aug.

issue of International
Wildlife Magazine
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TUE GREEN REVOLUTION

'I Interference with the hydrOlOgical (water) cycle
1

1. irrigation
2. dams
3. lakes
4. ctlemical rainmaking

5. desalinizAtion-

l'

B. 1. Dams trap valuable nutrients and minerals, pre-
venting natural, deposit on fields. The Aswan Dam in Egypi has

prevented the natural' flooding of the Pile River which deposited
nutrients thus fertilizing the land.

,

2. Increases sewage problems because the tedcedflovi
of the, river cannot dilute sewage as well. f

0

3. Dams increase the nitrogee content of the water,
4itering the habitat for fish and plants Which depend on oxygen
and carbon di-oxide in water. L

N

g
4. Yost United States-rivers are already maximally dammed.

Desalinization- -very expensive for poor counties.

II Altering the Energy Cycle

III

A. 1. Harnessing animals to work in the fields
2. Intcrnal Combustion EngineTechnology, in the form of

farm machines, reduced the number of people needed for operations
such as planting, harvesting, and milling:

B. Side effects have been minimal.

C. Theeconomics,of poor countries will not sustain mechanization
of agriculture.. The farms are mostly small and lack the capital
needed to invest in mechanization. The technology is available
but not the resources to pay for it.

Expanding the Area Under Cultivation

A. 1. Clearing foresti or woodland
2., 118e of arid land through irrigation

B. 1. Sometimes cuttinga
the soil through erosion

I..
forest hds devastating effects on' ,

a. silt in streams

b. wind and rain remove soil and nutrients

08
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v,f. 2. Cdtting.forestsiremoves a major source of oxygenin the

ecosyiteme

3.. Slash and Burn Agriculture--The technique of clearing forests
by burning auay the vegetation destroys the fertility of the soil.
The soil,is Tertile'for only tiro years, after which it is abandoned to

burn a new area of forest. This is a major problem in Brazil's

Amazon Valley. The technique destroys valuable timber, wildlife
habitat, and d'I'major oxygenxegeneration system.

C.. 1. The United States is blessed with elarge part of the
world's supply of go0d farm land. .5ost poor countries are tropical
or semi=tropical. In these countries, soils are in general much inferior
to those in temperate zones. Crops and liVegtock are more easily
infected and are more susceptible to parasiieS406 pests.

1.4 0

2. To solve the food problem the world must expand-food production
by 30%. .It is easy in the United
But the location of this potential
are for the moat att not in these
country, poor countries rust have mo
of food placesa heavy strain on the
Therefore most poor countries are forced to grow their own food.

t s, Australia, Canada, and Russia.

is another ptroblem. The hungry
tries. ,To buy food from another

The purchase of large quanities

ooi countries' balance of payments.

fr

IV Breeding and Genetics ,

A. 1. Animal, breeding

a. The .first cows produCed 600 lbs. mill-
today produce 3,000 lbs. milk/year.

.b. First bens produced 15 eggs/year. Today new breeds
200 eggs/year.

. Hew breeds.

produce

2. Plant genetics - has provided new and better strains Of crops
which have higher,yields per acre, e.g. wheat,rice, maize.

B. Heerbreeds of cows and hens require high protein fish meal .and
cereal for food. "ost of the Peruvian fish catch is consumed in the
United,States in forms of poultry, meat, and eggs. This requirement of
high protein food for animals consume fish,from a country which could
use the fish to feed its own population. .16ervsells the fish because

of'the.high prices AmeriCan farmers are and able to pay.

C. 1. The hybrid grains (wheat, rice and maize) depend very much
onichericel fertilizers and Pesticides. Poor countries cannot afford
to buy or even manufacture necessary, quantities.' India alone could
use t!e entire American production of fertilizer.

1

2. Successful hybrid strains,in A4.0 country, one climate, one

soil are not necessarily trahaferable elsewhere. In some other areas,

these apparently 'successful' strains might be susceptible to pests,
parasites, and fungi. A hybrid might dot survive in differing climates.
This often means that a'aifferent high -yield rice must be developed for
each region. ,This has been done,with ''Mexican Wheat' and 'niracle rice'
(Phillipines).toohtain yields of 3 to4 times above those of normal stains.

- 39 -
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3. Thus poor countries must have their ova, agricultural experts'

to develop hybrids that will be most productive for them. It takes

years and considerable looney to train these experts.

V Fertilizers

A. The heavy use of fertilizers has allowed soil to, be repeatedly

planted to the same crop and has helped to produce better yields per
acre.

B.- 1. Continued use destroys humus in soil

2. Excess fertilizer is carried into streams in-rain run-off.
The large amounts of nitrates and phosphates in chemical fertilizer_ are
carried- to lakes by the streams. The excess nitrates and fertilizers in
the lake'allowse rapid rate of etthophication.

3. Run -off of fertilizer into the water supply is a problem.

4. _Fertilizers encourage farmers to plant one crop in one area.
Uniformity of crop acreage allows rapid spread of disease.

C. 1. Fertilizers are expensive for poor countries.

2. IAfrica lack,of education makes instruction in spraying,
fertilizing, and irrigation difficult and slow. With new grains; it is
essential that work be done properly. Economically poorfarmers are, in
general] conservative and have displayed great resistance to most
innovation.

3. Doubling of world food production will prbbably recuire tripling
of fertilizer usage.

VI Pesticides

A. 1. Pesticides have reduced the losf/g-ubstantial,parts of
crops to pests. _

2. Pesticides have encouraged one crop plantings.

B. 1. .Some pesticides interfere with the reproduction of certain
species of wildlife:

2. *Pesticides recently have been- shown to reduce photcsynthesis
in marine phytoplankton. Phytoplankton is the essential first step.
in the ocean's food chain.

" I

3. To increase food yield there is temptation to use more .

pesticides. Since the need is greatest in poor countries, they will
use DDT because it is cheap- -ergo ecological disaster.
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G. 1. Pesticides.are expensive..

2. ,Pesticides effective in one region
not necessarily so in'another. Some pests
pesticides in a feu generations. This occu
tropical climates where the grOwing season
long *.tinter and where the num1er of species

9hatever the side effects of the Green Revoluti
'is an obvious benefit to:mankind: the deferment of a
near-static food supplies and a growing population.
Borlaug, winner of the lobel Peace Piize for pork co
'Green ".evolution, said, 'The Green Revolution offers
buying '20,to 30 years time. in which to brine populati
with food production. -After'that, the inexorable lfal
forces will once again begin operating--unless man us
achieve troaa scale population control."

gap
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ACTIVITY 11; Increased Food Supplies (cont'd)

Tine Required: '1 period
%

Pu se: X To have students review the potential' of ge4ing food from
the bea in the next fifty years.

Behavioral )biective:

The student will know the implications and effects of the Food from
the Sea Theory as a major source of food to feed an increasing population as
neasured by his participation in small group discussions.

flaterials ileeded,

Food

Background Informat on.

Of the 1.5 billi
are estimated to Le m
1975 Fact or Fallacy es
nourished, 65Z of it is' -gal

The Sea Theory (clags set)

n people in the t'orld today some one or .tql) Lillibn
ourished or undernourished. Paul Tarlich in Fapine,

tea that 52! of'the orld's 2opulation is under-
urished. An excessively low protein diet in

infancy has a detrimental effect on several crucial characteristics. IQ,
brain,volume, and physical size. 7Tature provides that brain growth occurs
after birth. This alloys the fetus to be small enpuph to pass from the
uterus, titer birth, the size of the head and brain increases--a process
that requires extensive protein synthesis. A low, protein diet in these early
stages reduces early brain development and could leaCto mental retardation.
In India,, malnutrition leads to dwarfism, w%ich is caused to a',Yreat extent
by protein deficiency. fi

Procedure

1. Distribute the Food From The Sea Theory study sheets.

2. fivide.the class into ,,rodps of 1 to 5 students.

3. Pave the students discuss the validity of the rood. From The
Sea Theory and compare it with yesterday's discudsion.bf,the
Green Revolution. 4.
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Student Study Sheet'

- ,
'rood_ From TheauTheory

The attitude that '11Cience will find.a way". is often expressed by
people confronted with the problem4 of pollution, scarcity of food,, and so
on. They ususa/Iy mean that technology is, surely capable of finding a
solution to any such problems we may face. One prOblem, harvesting.large
quantities of food from the sea, is often referred -to in this,cantext. !zany

people have voiced the opinion that greater or tore effiCient use of the
sea as a source .of food tail help solve our future foarproblems. Let's

. examine some of the tenets of, the food -from- the -sea theory and compare

themto the actual capabilities and limitations of our technology.

As you examine the below arguments and counter-arguments keep these
-questions in mind:

Zone

,

Dtthesese_yvoouthinkthefoodfroeovalid?T:lhorwnot?Exolain.

ARGUDENT 1: -Increase the area of harvesting fish beyond the feu
selected coastal 'areas now used (off Neafoundland,,Africa,

,lieu Zealand, Peru and some others). By increasing thd area
over which we fish,' it should be possible to increase

.

the catch.

COUUTERARGUMENT:

1. 'Lbst of the world's fish spasm' and feed in the coastal
areas;'including estuaries and.coastai wetlands.

2. The open sea is 90% of the ocean ane,3/i of the
JEartWs surface. This is essentially a biological'
desert. 'It produces .a negligible frectionOf the
world's fish catch,and has little potential for the
future.

% of ocean
annual fish tmoduc-
tion in- metric tons % of fish catch

open ocean 90 160,000 *.06%
Coastal zone 9.0 120,003,000 49.96%
'coastal wetlands
and estuaries' d'a 120,000,060. , 40.96%

ARGuirErr II: With more efficient fishing we can greatly increase our
yield of ocean fish. Fauvesting of fish is not yet ,at
the level which the sea produCes.

COUNTMAYMpar;

1. Modern fishing is presently done with mechanized trawlers
and other catching ships, holding :ships, factory ships,
freezing plant,.. ships, fish-tracking radar (sonar), and

world-wide fleets that are serviced at,sea and hence only
seldom return to port. A high level of:iechnology, has
ready-been applied.

_ - 43 -
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-2. At most, only 40* of the available fish can be
harvested in a,givet year in order to insure sufficient
'breeding stock for the next year's catch. The 1967 fish
harvest was about 60 million metric tons. Biologists',

put the maximum sustainable catch at 100 to 150
Million metric tons annually. A maximumhhree-fold'
increaseseems possible, World population will triple
in 50 years. Then what?

3. The competitionfor the fish catch has led to"the
buildinpof bigger and betteefishing vessels, which have
sometimes passed the point of diminishing returns:

'several areas have reportedsteadily decreasing yields
despite increased efforts, because more'efficient fishing
has resulted in the teing of those fish necestary to
maintain the species. that is, the sustainable yield
has been exceeded. -This has happened off the coast of

. Peru. The sardine has become extinct in California raters
because of such Overfishing.

4. Lobk at the expetience of the whaling industry in ,non-
antartic waters;. despite the use of more and better
equipment each year.

Year Catch in blue vhalg units

1963-64 0429
1964-65 7052

1965-66 P 4039
1966-67 3511

Another case of removing too many of a species to
allot7 normal, production of offspring.

ARGUIE:TT III. The hungry nations should be encouraged, to fish-
more because they are the ones that need a high protein food.

COIlIfTETZARGU; ENT :

-1. The chief fishing. nations are Peru, Japan, and Russia, followed
by China, the United States, Canada and Normy. Some fishing is also done,

by Germany and Britian, They are not the hungry nations.

2. In 1967, 45%'of the world's fish catch was ground into fish meal and

used to feed animals in, the rich countries' more than 1/3 was sold as food

in the rich countries only 17% reached the hungry countries. '1/3 of Latin
America's fish prodiiction goes to the United States, the rest goes to
western Europe. This amouats to a total protein outflov equal to 150%
of the total meat production of Latin America, or 200% of the total milts A

production. The best cuts of meat and fish are usually frozen and sold
to the rich countries_ the less desirable cuts are salted and sold in the
poor countries, So most of the present harvest of the sea goes to the rich
,countries and does nothing toward alleviating hunger in the poor countries.
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APGIREHT Iv. The oceans are so vast that pollution cannot reduce
their capacity to produce.

COUNTEURGIRMIT-

A.: The coastal areas (the breeding:area for fish and- the.

productive harvest grounds) are most vulnerable to man's pollution. not

only are coastal areas subjected to sewage dumped from shoreline cities
and to material carried into estuaries by polluted rivers, 1,ut they
are often filled for building, used as garbage dumps, and polluted by oil
spills%

2. Garbage, radioactive wastes, surplus chemical vespons,,sewage
sludge, etc. are routinely dumpedintO'the ocean.

. 3. The sea is contaminated with oil which is carcinogenic and with
pesticides vhich can interfere with reproductive_ hormones. spills in

15E8 1969, 1970 and 1971 in California, the (Yulf Coast, the East Coast,
Europe, etc., have killed untold fish and birds.

4. A large part of the sea -- harvest is shell fish which are hirvested

from coastal regions. These areas.arsmost susceptible to pollution.
Report of the Fisheries Division of the Georgia Fish and Wildlife Commission
indicates that Georgia coastal shell fish production has one from 0000,eoe pna.
in 1908 to 30C,OM pounds in 1950 to about 160,0T) pbunds.in 1961.

5. A laige number of shell fish beds off Connecticut and 'Toy York were
closed toharvesting ty health officials because of the high conform bacteria
levels in coastal waters.

6. In 197), !:ercury contamination vas detected .in tuna and swordfish.
The rDA recommends that swordfish not be consumed because of high levels of
mercury which would be dhnEerous to man.

The real chances for this food from the sea to provide fOod for the world's
hungry are summarized in :foment in The Sun by Ro5ert and Leona Train. Rienoct

But the fishing ,rounds are flagging. Salmon catches are

,critically lover. Sardines are becoming elusive. 7alibut

is under hemisperic conservation plan., Fish ears are being

folaght betrieen ;.urea and Japan, Iceland and Great Britian.

The sea isof course boundless. There are relatively un-
tapped grounds off the east coast of Africa and iq the
Indian Ocean. onetheless, most areas um show strain.

If ve approach them,with the air of prodigality that has
marked our treatment of the land and the pressure of billions
of hunc:ry clamoring people, the seas dill not sustain us
even .ire protein 'retch-mear.

Protein retdhing-meal refers to the plans advanced by some to move dawa,n
the food chain and make protein meal out of fish-, plankton, and sea-weed.

-
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TEACM'S GUIDE

ACTIVITY 12: PopulatiOn Stabilization: How Close?

Time Deouired- 1 period',

,PurRode: To encourage the - student to evaluate his role in stabilizing the
populationi

Behavioral Objective::

The studentyili evaluafea_list of trends that-can contribute to Or.
destroy the possibilities of stabilizing the American Populatiop as measured'
by his class work and class discussion.

naterials Needed:

Population Stabilization: 'How Close? (class set)

Background Information:,,

ne know that the earth is finite, liTited in many ways: in terms of
physical size and in the biological and human population it can support in
comfort and health.

FIVE, ALTERNATIVE I".t..GES FOP, THE YU u

1. liankind will Otpand until it has exhausted the earth and will
then'perisb.

2. Nature will 'backlash r natural catastrophe will keep the
human population in check, as ihas'done in the past, through
famine, plague,'etc.

3. Conflict of various groups over limited resourcea, will lead to
general war and the breakdown of society.

4. 'lumen population *rill grow until discOmfort is unendurable.
5. 't'an will realize that one of the above is% inevitable and rills take

-steps to limit population before any one of thc6 occurs: '"?'

There are two posiibilities for limiting world population--- -
1) decreasing the birth rate
2) increasing the death rate

Is solving the population problem by voluntarily raising the death rate
consistent Frith ,our riodern social:, values and riodern thinhinp? 7.-..ost contemporary

humanitarians and religious philosophies have a different view of the value
of human life than that held in ancient times, when an individual, life was
considered relatively unimportant. Also, most efforts of modern medicine
are desighed`tO keep people alive. .

6
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Thepossbilitiea for increasing the death rate are through famine,
thermonuclear war, virulent diaiese, or elimination of public health res.

It is universally accepted that increasing the death rate is an Uhpalata le
solUtion to managing population size. !lost attention has been focused
decreasing the birth rate. Before discUssing controls on human populat on,
it is interesting to note the population controls some animal populations have
developed: weevils lay fever eggs guppies eat their Young, mice los
their fertility: and more birds fail to get breeding_territory. .E

populations have external controls which include disease, war and st rvation.

Faking decisions about Methods and policies to limit population is
difficult and controversial. Below is. a list of possibilities liut ]seep in 'mind
two important qualifications. ° /

. \I f

1),To one advocates all the alternatives- --some are unrealistic
,

and other repulsive , ' .
,

2) ;Some monetary incentives and tax revisibns db not_ influence
all segments of a populatianaqVally'and perhaps tend to
discriminate against the poor. ,

INCENTIVES

A. Intensified education campaigni at all levels to change present
attitudes about the size of families. The educational program would
develop social.pressure for 'small families.

B. Encourage more women to engage in higher education or to enter
the;worlz force.

C. Provide for payment or a tax deduction for adoption fees for children
who are particularly difficult to place, i.e. physically handicapped, older,
and minority group children. This would reduce the cost to families who
decide to adopt.

D. Equalize tax rates for single and married.peOple. This would
pliminAte'the'nonetary incentive for marriage.

E. Increase family planning laws.

F. Liberalize abortion clinics.

C. Voluntary sterilization with some incentive program.

H. :lake biOtheontrol aids universally available, it low cost.

I. Increase birth control research into reversible techniques and a mare
pill that has minimuOside effects.

J. Provide prizes'Or cash,incentive payment to those who use contraceptives
or ho dolnot have children for specified period: 5

I

is Raise'the average age of marriage through an incentive program.
,This proposal would. reduce a woman's fertility years.

-47-- r
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1. Alternative 1: If one marries early the marriage license uould
be very expensive. SloulY the costs of a license would be graduated
with the age of the female until at age 30, the license would be free.

.

2. 'Alternative 2; and educational fellowships and loans for male
married students inclUding allowances for 'wives and children, This
vould encourage students to finishtheir education before getting married.

L. Establish a Department of Population and Environment ulth the
mandate and the power to achieve a desired population level.

II. SAJCTIONS

A. ItrodUce a systen of taxation thatyould not reward patents for
ctiildbearing 'as the present sistem tends to doc but that uould also not
penalize the childreefrom large families.

1. 'Presently a taxpayer receives a $750 deduction for every Child.

, 2. Alternative 1. Only allay deductions for the first two children.
subsequentehth3Arenuould be no advantage' in terms of income taxes.

,

'34 Alternative' 2: ,raduated. Deduction

5150 first child
$100 ,.-- second child

$ 400 - third child _

$ Q - fourth and subsevuent dhildren
,

, .

4. Alternatives,1 pr 2 would not be retroactive and would apply to
natural children only.

B. Develo_a dyetem of reverse taxation. Reverse taxation 7ould apply
only to those above a miamum income

First childtadd $600 to taxable income
Second child add $600 to taxable income

,
Third child,, etc. add 51200 to taxable income

The tax would also be graduated according to income. The higher the
income the larger the tat, since the rich cost society morespecially in
resource use.

.

This would make families pay for the, extra ileivices necessary -for. more

, than two children.- A certain minimum' income would 1e Astablished so that
the poor would not be'starved by taxation. ,

C. Change welfare'benefits todiscourage rather than encourage child-
bearing. Federal Lid to Dependent Children Pro -ram allowances nor, provide
more money to a family for each additionalChild. Thus some families can
increase their gross income by having more children.

D. Place luxury taxes on baby accessories such as ayettes, ctibs,
diapers, etc., Thts would melee having children more-expensive. The dis-
advantage of this method is that if affects poor and middle income families
more than the rich.

-,48
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E. Involuntary Sterilization

i. Compulsory sterilization after three children.

. 2. Addition'of fertility control agents to the rater supply for

Iperiods of time each year.

F. Provide a _system of Bab7 Licenses

JO
.

Give each child at birth 11 unit licenses. Upon Marriage a couple
would have 22 units. -Each 10'units allars one legal child. It rould be'

possible to accumulate through purchase and receiving gifts from.unnarried
or _childless people to have move than trio children. This ilould.guarantee

a stabilized population. (idea is fron an article by Kenneth Boulding
in College ed., Garrett Hardin) 'Reminder! Some proposals listed are

unrealistic and repulsive. They are listed only because they are beim:,

considered (some are in legislative proposals) and should be discussed.

.
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Procedure:

1. Be familiar vith the Background-Information.

2. Discuss some of the methods and policies, to limit population.

3. Distribute Population'§tibilization: flow Close?

4. Ask them to make tuo listi. nne of factors that should help us

obtain population stabilization; the other a list of factors
uhich are barriers to reaching,stabilization.

. 5. Ask students.

a.' Thlich trams appear to be,strong forces in American

Society?

b. 'Old& are the oldebt?

c. 'Mich are, the most likely to cliange?

. Mich Care least likely to change?

- 50
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Nvulation Stabilization: How Close? IhntSheet

A population has stabilized when the number of births has come into
balance with the number of deaths. And without the .effects of immigration,
the size of a stabilized population remains relatively constant. If U.S.
families had, on the average, two children, we could reach population -
stabilization.

Of course, stabilization will not take place overnight. Large numbers

of young people nor entering their childbearing years add a 'built-in
momentum to growth. Consequently our population will continue to,grov for .4'

about'70 years.

It is important to understand thh meaning of on the average' as it
relates to family size. riny people do not matry, and.somewho do either are*.

not able to have, or do tot want children. On the other hand, a substantial
number of couples have more than t'o children. As longas the differences
balance out to two children, we can eventually reach population stabiliption.

Yany developmentssome old some newwould indicate that stabilization
of popUlation in the U.S. id likely. In 1972 fertility reached a level
eruivalent of a 2-child completed family. on the other hand, we are
experiencing; Either trends 'winch might prevent.us fron sustaining this low
fertility level long enough to reach stabilization.'

Following is a list of these trends currently existing in the UbS7%ome
rake population stabilization appear likely. Others indic?te that reaching
such a state of zero growth rill be a difficult and slow process.

This nation,has an ideological commitment to growth.

The technical quality of contraceptives his increased in the past'ten years.-
.

Youthful/marriage is becoming lesi common.

. T role of sex in human life and of reproductive process is,ofien poorly
'understood.

In the United States in the 1930s the response to aubreplacement
;fertility vas anxiety over national prosperity, security, and ility.

0:Intern over the effects of population g&,th has bee4 increasin!,. ,-

;
t

Tmapes of family life-and the role of mother have been glorified in
television programs:

,

A prominent theme in women's magazines has been child-saves-marriage.

The birthrate has declined over the last ,10 years and showed a further

decline in l;72.

There are restrictions on, the availatality of contraception, sex
education and abortion.
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.:
There is a'movement to expand wemen's options related:to:work and

family roles.
.

During the period 1966-1 e970, 44 percent of all births wer:re 4*
,

porte

unplanned, and 15 percent were reported as unwanted.
,

The family-size preferences of 'otin.c± people now enteringgChila-behring.

age are leper .than those of the preceding generation.
.... .

.,.

The wither .of women in the reproductive age groups has increased
ff sharply and by 100, will be even- greater.

.

,

* .?

a

fi
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TEAMER'S GU/D

AC1IvITY.13: Peview

Time Peouiredt. 1 period

Procedure' 1. Divide the class into small groups so. each can consider
one of the twelve questions listed'belou.

2. Allow tithe toshare thoughts on the questions.

3. Have each question answered by a member of the group
for the whole-.class:

Questions for Summary and eu

,

1. You are the head of state of a sinallirepublic with a population
:larger than its capacity to live within itg boUndaries. You are
iconcerned and a commission is appointed' to find practical solutions.
' You must list the variables you believe will affect' population size
in your inkructions.tosthe commission. What variables would you list?

4

Answer Birth rate fertility
Death rate - mortality
Life Eipectancy

, , Generation time 1. age at which-females bear. children
Percent of women who bear children
:azration

2. IThat is the most.important factor in projecting the future ponuiation
of the United States?

Answer. Fertility

. .

,Ortality is constant and has little effect. vipration is
no-longer a sigvificanrcontribution as it was in the late

. 19th and early 20th century. . -:
. ,

. ' <
,

. i

.3. Whht"are the major factors underlyingsthe 'present increase in United
,.,.

States poPujetion? 1
s-

.
w6.

. :
.f

Anamt, Low death rates

1

ramay'size 2 - 4 c iidren
, . Universal marriage

. 4E' .
'Early ape at marria e . , i ,

Increase in, the n oportion of women in childbearing years

4. 'That are sore of the reasons for afamily bearing many children?

Answer- a. Expectatioti tHat some of the children would die at an
early age - compensation for a high rate of death.

b. Form of security.
1. economic support
2: companionship in'oldiage.
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d: DVsire-iii have a son carry on the family name .

d. PrOof of tasduliaity or keminity
e. -Procreation as recreation
f. ,Status

The.economic incentives Tor-childbearing have decreased with'
time:. Psychological and'sodial factors may actually have
intensified.

,

5. How does the number of children affect the individual family?

Answer: a. Quality and, Quantity of family's food and clothing
b. Uousing
C. .Chances for education, employmeni, and'recreation
d. Relations between family members
e; Living standards and lifestyle of family and country:

Is there a difference in family size in rural. or urban areas?

Ansuer A. Rural inhabitants of European countries halm had higher
levels of fertility than city residents for at least.ati
century..

b. In the United States rural fertilityiehighevihanurban
4though thd differential has narrowed sinct 1940.

c. The dembgraphic explanation seems to be the tendency
of.rural wdMen to marry early and their Practive of
havipg children younger.' Do we know why?

7. Historically, what are the principal methods of limiting family size ?,

Answer: a. Death ofnfants.
b. 'Death of children from malnutrition and disease,'
c. any societies have customs to limit family size,.

1. Tarrying at an older age (perhaps after 30)
2; requirements that same proupsnever marry

(priests and nuns)
3. Separating sexes at specified times or a taboo on

sex relatiOns between various persons. .

4 4. Preconditional marriage", e.gt ownership of land
d., In same.societies'- infanticide and/or abortion
e. Contraception. '

In addition to the problems discUssed, the .future promises to present us
T'ith a whole series of problems whidh require international cooperation. As
the world continues to bedome more mid more interdependent, difficulties in
one area will likely affect the entire globe, particularly whire violende
is the outcome. This section considers only 'sore of the more obvious problems
to.be confronted. The following questions should highlight the hinds of
problems'which will confront rich and poor countries over, the next two,or
three decades. 2

f r 0 .t`
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Questions;

J4. Increasing And sharing food Production

a. Will the rich countries. be idlling to share With the poor?
Can the'poor afford to buy?

-b. That consequences might increased food production have nn
environmental problems?

c. What kinds of food will become the dominant sources of
nourishment? (artificial proteihs, soybean flour?)-

72. Controlling pollution and dangerous chemiVals

a. Does pollution respect national boundaries? .(oil spills, "DDT,
air pollution, nuclear fallout)

b. Who is to be held responsible for_Changes weather?

3. Using the oceans

Who has a right to .the mineral resources under the ocean floor?

4. Maintaining peace and security

a. Will starvation and crowding lead to violence and Tmr?
b. Who has a right to limited resources?, Who deches?
c. Can international organizations be created to handle these

problems?.

5. "hat is your position on foreign aid?. Pro's and Con's of such programs.
Are you your 'brother's keeper'? P.M should foreign aid programs be
related to population 'groflth, if at all?
0-
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AkaIvITY 14! Post Test.

Time Reauired: 1/2 period ,

Purpose:

-.1

TEACHER s S GUIDE

To determine the effectiveness of thi Unit and the environmental
awareness of the students when the post test score is compared
withthe'pre-test.

r

,Materials Heeded!'

1. Post test.

' 2. Answer Sheet.

d Procedure:

1. Distribute the answer sheets.

2. Distribute the post test to each student and instruct them
to write on the answer sheet.

a

3.. Allow 20 - 30 minutes for testing.

4. Collect post test and answer sheets. .

5.. Record the number the;student pot correct'on the tally'sheet.

6. Return completed tally sheet to Environmental TMucation Office
after all post test scores are recorded.

e
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Population Unit Test
Twelfth grade Socidlogy-

Environiental Education Unit

Directions: Select the. best ansuer that completes the sentence. DO NOT .

TRITE OR MARK ON THE TEST. Place allenswers on the separate
answer sheet.

4.
$

PART I.

1. The Commission on'Population Growth and the American Future (CPpAF)
, agreed that all Americans gust beenableito bring only wanted children.
into the tiorld. To, this end, it recommended all of the folloning except

v
' g'.

a. abortion as a primary means of birth control.
b. contrapcetive informition and services for adults,and minors.
c. greater national investment in research for better methods of

,
fertilitycontrol. ,

d. 'expansion of federally subsidized family planning programs.
.. \,

2. United States immigration has

a. reduced the labor market
b. increased since 1911
c. been eliminated since 1911
ds declined since 1911..

3. The renlacement of population function of a society

a. can occur only through seival 'reproductiont.,

b. occurs primarily through reproduction.
c. refers to the recruitment of new members to the society.
,d. provides women Tlith a social role.

4. Population density refers to

a. the number of people in utban areas.
b. the biological-quality of a population.
c. the total numbers of people.
d. the number of persons per square mile of land.

5. Even if global agreement were reached today that population stabilization
is preferable to growth and,even if a safe, effective and accepted method

t

of reducing fertility were discovered tomorrow the world's population
mule' '

a. stabilize immediately.
b. decline substantially'
c. 'increase for some 60 years

6. All of the following are aspects of the,population change in the United
States except

a. lopsided increase in certain .age groups
b. too rapid a growth of population
c. even population distribution

families burdened
-
with too many children

at
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7. Nowadays most Americans &Ile froth

a. economically depressed rural areas
b. one metropolitan area to &Locher
c. suburbs to center city
d. center city to farm

D. Population growth depends on
". .

a. ,;climatic conditions.
.4 b. Politicaliectora.

c. strong sex drive , i
.

d. an:exceas of live births over deaths
,

1 I /I P ' ^ 0

9: The population of countries such as India, China, Brazil and parisof
Africa may be Characterized as

a. high.growth potential
b. transitional .

c. highly mobile
d. .migratary

1D. 'agration

a. is a'permanent pans ea for population pressures in the sending

- * country.
b. relieves population pressure only temporarily in the sending

country, if the birth rate remains constant. - ,

c. permanently loners the standard of living in receiving countries.
d. usually involves Migration from 1 7 death rate area's to high death

rate areas.
e. is entirely instinctive, as evidel ed by the.funco and the salmon.

11. When studying population growth figures it should be notsd that

a. grouthhas been uniform.
b. industrialized countries are leading the population expansion.
c. not only has population increased so has its rate of growth.
d. noneof the above.

.12. The population of the norld today is about

a. 900 million' c. 4 billion
b. 2 billion d. 750 million

13. What is the present rate of growth of world population?

a. 1 percent c. 5 percent
b. 2 percent d,. 10 percent

14. If world Population continues its present rate of granth, how low will
it ,take to double? Pi

10 years or less c. approximately 35 years
approximately 20 years d. approximatelte5 years

e. approximately 120 ,years

-, 58 -
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*151\14bAt is the populati6p of the United Statbs today?
1

,

a. under 50 million
b. about 75 million

co about 110 million.
d. Gout 210 millio4
qe. over 5000 million

16. If the U. S. population continues to
:Will it take to double?

a. 10 years or less c.

b. approximately 20 years d.

e.,

17. nhich of the following countries has

China
. India

C.
d;

e.

18. T44ich -of the following countries has

a. Soviet Union
b--,Unite'd States

In the less developed

C.

d.

e.

AI. birth rates are high c.

b. death rates are high d.

e.

'20. Which has ITOT'been a major cause of

a.

c.

d.

modern preventive medicine
increase in birth rates
improved sanitation, .

lower infant mortality
longer life span

r

6
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grot at'its present, rate, how l'ong%

appioximately 35 years
approximately,85 yeais"
approiimately 120 years.'

the greatest, umber of people?

United States
Soviet Union
Brazil

the fastest grovingpopulation?

West Germany
India

literacy rates are high
pir capitia income is high
ponulation growth rates are loq

the population explosion

.
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Part II. WHAT IS YOUVOPEIION?

,

ior, eaCh.statement below, place a check mark in thespace
response:. There are five possible responseb:

.

SA -.strongly agree D - disagree -

' A --, agree . .' SD .- strongly disagree-

: -.11,-7 neutral

The. -growth 402r1d.population is a serious
problem. .

2. -,The.growtt of'the United States population
isa serious probleM.

3. Population growth causes oiher economic
and. social problems to be worse.

.4. Population growth is more serious than,e.
.pollution.

5.' The U.S.'high standard of living may
eventually decline because of too Many people.

6.% Population grovtli ha§ a. sigiificant effect
on our'energy'reserves,

sr

7. Preedomand individual-rights ire
by oirercrowdirr. '

3. Population distribution:is a more
/problem than population growth.

ti

threatened

serious

9. To control population, tai exemption'should
be' Provided .for "only to children. '

10. if 'underdeVeloped countries do not control
their poPulation growth, the U.S. should cut
off their foreign aid. ,

11. The U.S. should put more mbney and effort into
research,fornew,:safe and effective birth
'control methods.

12. The g ernmentshould bet up birth' control clinics
and p ovide contraceptives to anyone'vfio requests ,

them:

13. Alter 70 illegitimate births a woman, shoull be
sterii zed.

'
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1.

PopulatiOn Unit Anever Sheet
Twelfth Oracle Sociology

Environmental Education

RAPT II.
st,_, A If D SD

1.

4. 4.

tS 5.

6. 6.

1...----

7.

6.

9.

10.

11.

.12.

13.

.4

0

,

18.

19.

20.

i

,
-I 61 -1:
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PART

Population Unit Teet'Rey
Ttlelfth Grade Sociology
Enivironmental Education

0

5. \s c

6. c

7. b

S. d

9. a

10. b

11.

12. / c ./

k 13. b

14.

15. d

1G. d

17. a

18.

19. a

20.

-62-,
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Population Unit Tally Sheet
Tuelfth Grade Sociology

scunor, _ TEACTER

Humber of Students in Clfss$ . -DATE

Student's Hame.

4. ,

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

-21.

22.

24.

c

Do '.rot Write'

Pre-Test Score Post list Score' In This Column

63 -
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TEACHEn'S Gum

ACTIVITY 15.. Stildent-Evaluation

Time Revuired
:

4
Purpose; 1.

f

,Procedure;

15 period
_

Trl'give students an opportunity to express their likes and
di liken concerning the unit.

. To give teachers aniopportunity to inform the Environmental
Education staff of what corks and that needs revising.

1. Distribute the Student Evaluati sheet to each student.

2. Have the studebt respond to each question and return the

papers to you.

3. record each responsaon the student evalution tally sheet
and return this sheet to the Environmental education staff.

. .

4. Complete the Teacher Pvaluation and return to Environmental

Education office. ,

4
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A. Overall program

Did god enjoy studying this unit?

TuarrEr.
'
_ .

STUDEtIT EV4VATION
rrvInNEETTAL EDUCATION MT
TWELFTH GRADE SOCIOLOGY -

7t0PDLNTICO

. , .

2. .E0 you feel that the unit was worthwhile?
. ,1

.

. 3. Do you-feel that .you now know more aboitt your

environment and its problemt-than you did before...:-

studying this unit?

DATE

0

4. Did it increase your desire to 'ant to help in tryin

to improve the quality of life for all? .

5. Did you learn about some actual: ways that you can
help in improving life's Quality? .

YES / CFO

B. Activities - To what-extent did you find the following activities

interesting? 4 Very
Itteresting Interesting Dull

1. Each of Us-A topulation,ACtor
2. Spaceship Earth

3. Tlhere Jo The Children Play

4. Dimertsions of the 'load Food Crisis

5. Survey-_ Tarriage and Childbearing
6. Parental Survey

7. Green Revolution
E. Food From The Sea,. Theory

5.. Unman ReprOduction
. 1C.- RoPulation'Stabilizatioh: flou Close?

44,

.1.5111

Little

C. Classroom l!atetials Very Or no

. .
Helpful . Helpful. telp% -

1. Population and the American Future film

2. Population and the American Future
Booklet. 4

I .

3. Economy-vereus Ec6logy filmstrip

2 x
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School. Teacher Date
. .

.

-TallymSheet for Student Eviluation"- Twelfth Grade
-

,Question_ Student' Response
..Yes .1kY

r

1.

2.

3.

4.

5. -

.4

B.

2.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

fl

2.

3.

, .

Very
Interesting Interesting Thin

1

....IMMO/ft/m.1MM*

t

a

r

'

Very Helpful. Helpful Little or)Jo Help

1

- 66-
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School

. TaiaMMIiVALUAiI6if
.ENIRONMENTAL.EDUCATIOLT

MUTH GRADE,;OCIOLOGY

;;,.. 1.1

."
4

. .. T.

A. Overall PrOkram: '

, . .:

1. Do you feel that,. the unit was effectiy in your c ass?,
.

.

2, Did the activities'Used.in the unit adequately
major.cOncepts?

ere the

3. Were the'ohjectives reXeVant to theameeptsend the
activities in the unit/ ' e

4. Were the objectives realistic?.

.5; Do you feel,that most of these-objectives were-achieved
in your class? .

6. Was thematerial used rele4ant'to the student and his
local. environment?

7. Did you have enough time for the unit?

8. Omitting the time *factor, vas the schedule easy

9. Were the resource materials provided adequate?'

10. Were your classroom facilities adequate for the
-used?:

11. Was the :teacher's guide adequate?

to follow?

activities

12. Did.you receive adequate assistanceffroravthe Project Staff?

, 13. Do you feel that your students ha;:te become more aware of '

their environment and its problems?

14. Can you see any carry over into the student's activities
outside the classroom? .

. Has there been .any carry over in other subjects that you
teach or that the student's have?

IA. Do you eef that this unit should be continued next year?

Effecaveness'of ProgranrComponenis:
Please rat the effectiveness of the following components.

Very. Good, Good Fair- Poor
1. Populatiion and the American Future.

Film II

2. Populat on and the American Future
Bookl t

3. Erich oft's: A Population Actor
4. Spaceship Earth
5. -Tihere the Children Play

a

YES VO'

--67-
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